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Introduction

Martin Harrison (1949–2014) was a poet, essayist and teacher. He absorbed and 

responded to many currents in twentieth century poetry, the Cambridge Poets, the 

Spanish Modernistas and a strand of environmental encounter powerful in recent 

Australian poetry. His intellectual range was broad, far-reaching but brilliantly 

coherent: his essays were invariably passionate and measured conversations in which 

cultures, situations and artists found themselves subtly enhanced, deepened – their 

place in our fate made more serious. His teaching, like his writing, was an art of 

active listening. He would have agreed with Jorge-Luis Borges when he wrote, 

‘I have not taught the love of particular texts; I have taught my students how to love 

literature, how to see literature as a form of happiness.’ The feeling for form supported 

the connection he made between communing and community. His attention to the 

distribution of voices expressed a desire of absorption: the epiphanic solitudes that 

typify his greatest poems describe moments when he assumes the flesh of the world. 

In his doctoral thesis, ‘On Composition’, Harrison wrote, ‘The cognitive definition 

of writing, which is to say a writing caught in the process of formation as a writing 

prone to error and repeat and redaction from multiple versions, is ultimately crossed 

out, if for no other good reason than this: what turns out to be a more permanent 

version, for example a later draft, supersedes an earlier transitory version. Even if we 

imagine a version where errors are let stay and read whether as scribbled mistakes 

or emendations added to the text, even these crossings-out become fixed textual 

evidences.’ The poems of Happiness translate this insight into experiments with 

punctuation, with voice – with, in short, composition. Multilayered micro-narratives 

documenting a dive into the time of desire supplement those histories of arrest and 

sensuous exfoliation, which are Harrison’s unique and abiding subject. In these poems 

time is also broken off. Happiness was being prepared for publication in the month 

of his death, September 2014. Martin Harrison’s Wild Bees: New and Selected Poems 

was published by University of Western Australia Publishing, first appearing in 2008. 

Happiness selects from his poetry since then.

Paul Carter, May 2015
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White Flowers

The air the wind the outside and outsize
of what’s possible and imaginable
clear and clean endeavour into the atmosphere
of light on dark and glittering spaces
where crimson rosellas swerve sideways
into cascades of down-hanging white flowers
they land whistling in that snowy down
that galactic spray of weeping branches
now revealing themselves in an entirety
of whitenesses for a few days in a
suddenness which takes my breath away
because the enormity of the thousands
of pale-yellow-hearted four-petaled flowerlets
is an act of exposure on so huge a scale –
and to what? the wind, the next moon,
the rain-streaked winter light? the sun? –
and because the suddenness is
what suddenly and surreptitiously
strikes you (invisible, unthought
awareness) as the same naked revealedness
of your lover beneath you, beside
you or above you caught there
where humanness itself is flowering light
ecstatic with joy in the act of love
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Wallabies

 …some memories from somewhere those scattered trees
that straggle of white tree limbs like bleached bones

perhaps a line from someone else or myself
memory of the flattest waters I’ve ever seen

emerging dreamlike from the low brown skyline
bouquets of white cockatoos bursting from the leaves

out-of-time movement over the dead stubble
what’ve they been doing? they’ve been hiding

they’ve been hiding in the mind, in the body
and then some images of suddenly meeting

that low brown water’s thin mirror
as if the crowd of trees signalled to it, or had been

signalling all their lives, building riverine clusters,
building their wandering cicatrice seen from far off –

but when you get there it’s the necessary damage
of banks and flooded logs, dried up pools, Toyota paths

nestled spots to fish from the ones safe to swim
flickering shadows hands of them sweeping over the sand

that sense too of clayed ground of earth dust grit pebbles
shards of bark crumbling the crumble and dust of leaves

earth hard with veins of muddy tree roots showing there
wooden dark veins jutting through aged flesh

everywhere the scatter of light from the ground upwards
brilliance of dry dead things shining back in your face
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great uplifted spaces glistening with blueness warm air
scent of honeyed fragrant pollens and of less sweet wax

heat smell like some soft linen’s invisible cushion
the light threads of native bees, chases of flies

cicadas clicking and humming their electric shavers a
sound system hiddenly installed inside the halfway

bare dancefloor over there between the bottlebrushes
their sawing rhythm nearly as toneless as wooden clacks

but it picks up like an outboard then dies to comes back
saw-toothed that side not noticed now this side here

the great long wave of cicadas breaking like fire
night’s burnt firemarks streaked down tree-boles’ white flesh:

afternoon’s white flesh is the memory of this
the thing which is hidden like a name is hidden

an island which is islanded because it is so far away
because it floats between skylines where distant grey trees

hover above the ground where things appear as if
in appearance they’ve acted on you they live they breathe

nothing is dead here the spaces between them are
inhabited leaves twigs debris fallen white-anted trunks

slopes rocks grass parrots galahs floating down
in pink streamers again the grey lack of edge

around sprays cream waterfalls of turpentines flowering
in high irrigated air-blue reaches she-oaks aspirant
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with their million fingers and amber seed-flowers
spotted gums mottled as grandmothers but with contrasts

of grey brown white and silver as if dressed for a ball
the reds of the king parrot slashing the foliage

with its opening and closing flower as it flies up
vertically to land yes a blinding red and blue male

these flashes of thought these memories now planted
these hard-cased seeds needing fire to sprout these nets

of dirt leaf and twig where ants fossick mason bees sandmine
these laceworks of bark litter and dropped branches

are inland floodwater you wade through to get to land
they’re the fuel for the long sweep of the mind’s eye

a blanket building up over the worst sterility and death
radiance offers sore bruises earth turns to clay and bakes

an imaginary tide holds blood and featherdown in flight
in place on the edge in the middle in the heart’s moment

in the absent space between regions rapidly turned blue
as the ridges stretching west the gulleys sharp as razors

echo after echo after echo of a sound tracking in peaks
till it scratches small shimmers on rocks smoothed by wind

then it lays its long body out there called the west
it’s the land scarcely touching the earth swarms of them

it’s the land dotted with saltbrush and bush tomato
that twenty mile shadow across the claypan’s a fence
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which as dusk comes is a lightning-quick snake
momentarily distracting the way they appear

as if from nowhere like sentinels weathered stone
camping in that stubble sunset-toned no like mushrooms

wallabies two of them and then three over there then more
pale half-red underfur letting them melt into late light

alert as the slanting hour’s alert to earth cool as wine
then the shriek as they scatter having nursed the air

having known everything as the waking dreamer
knows everything for a scattered instant instantly gone

time’s far-sighted body felt beloved and lost in time
the memory of it like the memory of a lover

as familiar as a body curled around yours each day
just like when evaporating inland daybreak starts you wake
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“In the air’s touch, round…”

In the air’s touch, round
our bodies intertwined touch, gaze
there’s the desire which brings us not just longed-for presence
but definition each to the other in touch and gaze renewed
that play which asks how far the face the lips the arms the inclined
body held explored crotch and cock
can go all in the same breath as we can feel
the border which we imagine between lucid water luscious sand
together with a new vowelled, strict vocabulary drawn from air
wordless movement in the tender ledge of movement
the wind-smoked wave forming behind the wave in the wave
of which, later, we most likely half-think something exotic like

dusk’s orange-breasted swallow circling the white minaret
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Even for a moment to forget you – that can only be pain
(the dilution, distilled sunlight, cracked cement by an entrance)

Each day we risk such loss, unfixable loss
(the slow dissolve, daybreak light on clouds like broccoli leaves)

The clock-hand’s motion a dream in which there’s no movement
(the ute turns the corner, pulls over on a gravel verge by the bridge)

The time is all time and the no-time left is like spent breath
(once again that honey-eater glances through space like a green dart)

Each poem about you is the oldest ever, repeating truest nonsense
(I desire you, you make love to me, rain-storms glitter in channels)

Poem


